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To whoever this may concern,        Bergen 31.3.2022   
       

Change in company structure and name of legal entities 
Odfjell Technology group has now been launched as a spin-off from the Odfjell Drilling group. The ultimate parent 
company for the group, Odfjell Technology Ltd (OTL), has been listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. OTL continues 
to provide well services, drilling operations, engineering and global business services previously provided by the 
Odfjell Drilling group. 
  
As a consequence of the change in our group structure, name changes are made for some legal entities effective 
from 1 April 2022. Other Norwegian-registered companies in the group retain their names. The organisation number 
and bank account remain unchanged, while account names will reflect new company names. All companies in OTL 
have received new email addresses. 
 

Norwegian-registered companies In the Odfjell Technology group 
Reg. no.  Internal ref.  Company name  Previous company name 
963 228 252  133  Odfjell Operations AS  Odfjell Drilling Management AS  

991 491 252  155  Odfjell Engineering AS  Odfjell Drilling Technology AS  

919 580 240  209  Odfjell Technology AS  Odfjell Global Business Services AS  

983 793 347  108  Odfjell Well Services Norway AS  Unchanged  

918 646 132  206  Odfjell Well Services AS  Unchanged 

918 646 175  207  Odfjell Platform Drilling AS  Unchanged 

928 604 853  217  Odfjell Energy Crewing AS  Unchanged 

922 844 925  216  Odfjell Oceanwind AS  Unchanged 
  
Please update your system to ensure that all invoices, credit memos and correspondence are addressed and sent 
to the right company. New orders (Purchase Order) from companies in the OTL group will reflect said changes. 

Please send invoices and credit notes to: e-invoice@odfjelltechnology.com. Statements, reminders, etc. should 
be sent to: supplierinvoice@odfjelltechnology.com. Invoices, credit notes and other invoice-related 
correspondence to the Odfjell Drilling group should still be sent to supplierinvoice@odfjelldrilling.com and  
e-invoice@odfjelldrilling.com.  
 
Employees in the legal entities belonging to OTL also have new email addresses by 
format USER@odfjelltechnology.com. In a transitional phase of approx. 3-4 months, emails sent to the old email 
addresses will be transferred to the new email address. 

If you have any questions or need clarifications, please contact: 
Andreas Sæbø 
SCM Analyst 
+ (47) 926 05 738 | asae@odfjelltechnology.com 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Tor Steinar Grindheim 
VP – Chief Procurement Officer 
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